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Abstract: Recent data on conventional bike and/or electric bike (e-bike) sharing systems reveal that
more than 2900 systems are operating in cities worldwide, indicating the increased adoption of
this alternative mode of transportation. Addressing the existing gap in the literature regarding the
deployment of e-bike sharing systems (e-BSSs) in particular, this paper reviews their spatio-temporal
characteristics, and attempts to (a) map the worldwide distribution of e-BSSs, (b) identify temporal
trends in terms of annual growth/expansion of e-BSS deployment worldwide and (c) explore the
spatial characteristics of the recorded growth, in terms of adoption on a country scale, population
coverage and type of system/initial fleet sizes. To that end, it examines the patterns identified from
the global to the country level, based on data collected from an online source of BSS information
worldwide. A comparative analysis is performed with a focus on Europe, North America and Asia,
providing insights on the growth rate of the specific bikesharing market segment. Although the
dockless e-BSS has been only within three years of competition with station-based implementations,
it shows a rapid integration to the overall technology diffusion trend, while it is more established in
Asia and North America in comparison with Europe and launches with larger fleet sizes.
Keywords: e-bikesharing; exploratory data analysis; sustainable transportation; technology diffusion

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth in the popularity of bikesharing systems (BSSs)
globally, in alignment with the urban transformations implied in the context of smart city planning,
where zones dedicated to pedestrian and public transportation access are adopted as a key measure
for decongestion, while BSSs provide a sustainable mobility alternative for densely populated city
centers [1]. Supported by technological advances over the years, including mobile technology, electronic
payment and GPS-enabled devices, BSSs have been overcoming many operational challenges to provide
fully automated, secure and cost-effective systems. Even though the BSS concept dates back to the
1960s, and despite the fact that less than 10 cities globally were operating such systems until the late
1990s [2], sharing systems based on conventional bikes and/or electric bikes (e-bikes), which in the latter
case are typically referred to as e-bike sharing systems (e-BSSs), have grown to more than 2900 systems
operating in cities worldwide, as of November 2019, according to the bikesharing map developed by
DeMaio and Meddin [3].
Sustainability 2020, 12, 4611; doi:10.3390/su12114611
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To a significant extent, the success of BSSs, and later of e-BSSs over the past years, with both
dock-based (or station-based) and dockless (or free-floating) implementations, followed the
developments in station infrastructure, enabling automated electronic access to bikes/e-bikes,
smartphone technologies and fast credit card transactions. With an updated service point infrastructure,
main obstacles in the functionality of the system were overcome. Information on station locations,
vehicle availability or reservation on-demand, anti-theft and vandalism prevention, rapid payments
and member subscription programs comprise the main advancements that ensured an enhanced
and feature-rich system operability. On the one hand, real-time tracking of the vehicles through the
on-board installed GPS components and alarm systems aims to prevent theft and vandalism, while on
the other hand, it enables information technology (IT) solutions on the operators server side to guide
users into dedicated parking zones for avoiding congestion of bikes in central areas or suggest drop-off
locations that facilitate rebalancing via an application on users’ smartphones.
Aiming to explore the adoption patterns of BSSs and their evolution over the past decades,
the authors in [4] combined quantitative and qualitative methods on data from operators in Europe
and North America and secondary sources (Internet, online surveys and reports) within the context
of diffusion innovation theory [5], which describes the rate of adoption of an innovation while it
spreads through social systems (urban societies), assuming that it is related to the gradual shifts on
the perception of the innovation’s characteristics. Their findings suggested that Europe was leading
in the adoption rate, while the deployment of BSSs in North America was gaining momentum and
expected to follow in investment. According to their timing in adopting a new technology, specific
groups can be defined based on the level of risk-taking and stage of adoption as to the maturity of
the innovation. Hence, diffusion innovation theory is suitable when analyzing the trends of e-BSS
deployment growth over different continents. In a similar direction, the work in [6] provided empirical
results on the dispersion of bikesharing innovation focusing on the BiciMAD system, which is the e-BSS
with electrically assisted bikes deployed in Madrid, based on a series of surveys among subscribers,
where the adopter profiles were categorized in four main segments, with cycling familiarity being the
main classification attribute. Criteria for selecting e-bikes for the e-BSS fleet are examined in [7].
The paper in [8] presented the automated collection process of bikesharing data from 38 BSSs
located in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Australasia and the Americas, in order to analyze the
temporal and spatial patterns, relationships and characteristics. The work in [2] reviewed the literature
in bikesharing from North America, Asia, Europe and Australia, covering a wide range of relevant
topics, such as growth, usage patterns, user preferences, demographics and barriers to bikesharing.
The study in [9] discussed the findings from the scientometric analysis of 208 articles on bikesharing,
revealing that the US, China, Canada, England and Australia are the most significant contributors in
this field of research, while identifying the underlying trend and increasing interest of the research
community in dockless BSSs. In this context, the authors in [10] employed an empirical analysis to
examine and compare the deployment of dock-based and dockless BSSs in China. The differences in
spatio-temporal usage patterns of dockless BSSs linking to metro stations were analyzed in [11], using
Shanghai, China as a case study. Similarly, spatio-temporal usage patterns of BSSs near rail transit
stations in Beijing, China were discussed in [12].
Combining all the above, this paper addresses the gap in the literature regarding the deployment
of the e-BSS in particular, conducting a review of its spatio-temporal characteristics. To that end,
it examines the patterns identified from the global to the country level, based on data collected from an
online source of self-service automated, advanced automated and mixed automated/manned public
use BSSs worldwide [3]. A comparative analysis is performed with a focus on Europe, North America
and Asia. From the processing and visualization of the collected data, insights on the growth rate of
the specific bikesharing market segment can be revealed. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
present study comprises the first attempt to (a) map the worldwide distribution of e-BSSs, (b) identify
temporal trends in terms of annual growth/expansion of e-BSS deployment worldwide and (c) explore
the spatial characteristics of the recorded growth, in terms of adoption on a country scale, population
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coverage and type of system/initial fleet sizes. From a scientific point of view, the contributions of
this paper include the analysis of spatial and temporal trends on e-BSS deployment in the context of
diffusion innovation theory, as well as the identification of relationships between the total e-BSS size
and population size of the cities in the regions under study, using linear regression modelling.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methods employed for
the data collection, processing and analysis of the spatio-temporal relationships. Section 3 presents
the results obtained and provides an extensive discussion on the spatio-temporal trends of e-BSS
deployment in Europe, North America and Asia, while Section 4 underlines the main conclusions of
this work.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection
The analysis of BSS data usually is performed on data released sporadically from operators, or by
supplied application programming interfaces (APIs), which enable external software developers to
access operator website generated data [8]. The aim of this analysis is to capture global trends regarding
the deployment of e-BSSs, through gathering and mapping the following information fields: city of
operation, launch date, number of e-bikes on initial stage of deployment, geographical coordinates,
number of stations, country of operation, continent, whether the system was previously a conventional
bikeshare and running a mixed fleet system.
An open access online source containing information on BSSs worldwide, initiated by Paul
DeMaio in 2007 and maintained by Russell Meddin since 2009, namely The Bike-sharing Map
(www.bikesharingmap.com) [3], provides an extensive database for mining e-BSS locations, fleet and
station sizes along with launch dates and updates on operation status. Each entry of the database also
includes a field with the source describing the deployment of the system, e.g., news, and publications
on operators’ or public authorities’ websites, among others. The Bike-sharing Map is typically
employed for the purposes of relevant studies on the deployment of BSSs, as in [2,8,10]. In this context,
The Bike-sharing Map is employed for the purposes of this work as a suitable database containing
e-BSS deployment data for the three regions under study, namely Asia, Europe, and North America.
The website was accessed on November 2019, and a total of 2937 BSS information entries were processed
in the RStudio integrated development environment [13], employing software tools written in the R
programming language [14]. Data were initially acquired in KML format, and converted to formats
compatible with the processing software, resulting to four fields containing string values.
2.2. Data Treatment
Upon retrieval, the dataset was filtered based on a string search for the terms “e-bike” or “pedelec”,
consequently, entries with mixed fleet compositions (bikes and e-bikes) were considered in the analysis,
leading to a dataset of 266 entries tallying 79,163 shared e-bikes. Geographical coordinates of system
locations were directly extractable from the mined dataset, by means of a string separator on the name
of city field, further distinguishing point coordinates as different columns (latitude, longitude) for
map visualization purposes and a reverse geolocation of the country and continent fields. In addition,
a string query on city names was applied in order to retrieve city population size data, therefore
completing the comparison on fleet size coverage ratios from the quota database. With the use of string
manipulation, launch dates were extracted and stored in a separate column, formatted accordingly.
It is important to mention that 19 entries (16 station-based, 3 dockless, with 10,923 e-bikes) were not
included in historical plots due to missing timestamp information, following a manual screening
process. In turn, city population quotas were retrieved via string matching with the world cities
dataset [15] and a control operation on coordinates, therefore certain locations were excluded from the
population coverage evaluation due to their exclusion from the queried dataset.
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For the purposes of this work, exploratory data analysis (EDA) is employed as a data analysis
method for summarizing the data so as to detect patterns, extract main characteristics and create
graphical representations using different parameters.
2.3. Linear Modelling
Linear models, or regression models compare the distribution of a response variable (in this case
the total number of deployed e-bikes) or a characteristic of this distribution to that of an explanatory or
independent variable (city population). Statistical significance is evaluated by means of the p-test value,
indicating the suitability of the selected independent variable in the explanation of the variance in the
response variable. Both variable distributions were identified with rightward skewness, meanwhile,
the 95th percentile of the e-bike fleet size distribution was calculated at 1000 e-bikes, while for the city
distribution population, it was estimated at 8.2 million citizens. Population and e-BSS launch fleet size
values were both log-transformed on the base of 10, resulting in normally distributed variables, which
in turns enables a better visualization and facilitates the interpretation of the coefficient of correlation.
The hypothesis checked was whether population size is proportional to the roll-out fleet size, in other
words, if operators decided to launch a larger system depending on the city’s population.
3. Results and Discussion
In this section, a description of the key similarities and differences among the e-BSSs recorded in
the database is attempted through exploratory data analysis and accompanying visualizations. It must
be mentioned that determining the exact e-BSS adoption trends is hindered by its inherent rapid growth
rate as well as the multiple data sources available. Moreover, the dataset refers to e-BSS launches,
therefore capturing a single instance of the systems’ state, while ridership data were unavailable.
Analyzing e-BSS launch data can be useful in understanding the strategic viewpoint of actors in the
e-BSS market, thereupon explaining their operative decisions and how they tailor their initial fleet size
depending on the intended installation.
The structure of the analysis was designed to trace the diffusion characteristics from a worldwide
perspective to a breakdown per continent and further on the presentation of adoption leaders at the
national level, in terms of cumulative number of deployed systems and respective size, as well as
vehicle to population ratios and details on the largest systems reported in the data.
3.1. Global Outlook of E-BSS Deployment
A global outlook on the uptake of e-bikes in bikesharing is explored in the present section.
An assessment of the temporal evolution of e-BSS is performed through an initial screening of the
primary dataset, containing both conventional and electrified fleet systems. The annual shares of
the number of system launches are distinguished upon their bikesharing system type, revealing the
gradual penetration of e-BSS compared with the established conventional bikesharing.
Observing the recorded annual worldwide system deployments—note that 2019 is not fully
incorporated since entries are updated until November 2019 (Figure 1)—demonstrates the rapid growth
of bikesharing during the past decade, from a total of 20 new systems deployed in 2008 to 337 in 2018,
equivalent to an average annual growth rate of 39.6%. In Figure 1, BSSs offering both conventional
and electric bikes are classified as e-BSSs, representing a partial or full electrification of the bike fleet.
Focusing on the average annual growth rate of e-BSSs during the decade 2008–2018, it is estimated at
79.3%. Moreover, by the comparison of annual growth rates, three major milestones can be identified,
reflecting different innovation maturity stages concerning bikesharing technology. An abrupt increase
can be traced to the variation in figures from 2012 to 2013, with 59 systems (53 BSSs and 6 e-BSSs)
launching in 2012 compared with 135 in 2013 (124 BSSs and 11 e-BSSs), translating to a 129% increase
in deployment. Next, a deceleration can be observed from 2014 to 2015, reflecting the failure of third
generation bikesharing technology to convince in terms of operability and scalability, equivalent to
a 16% decrease. From 2015 till the peak observed in 2018, an increasing growth trend is recorded
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Figure 1. Number of bikesharing systems (BSSs) launched worldwide from 2008 to 2019 with respect
Figure 1. Number of bikesharing systems (BSSs) launched worldwide from 2008 to 2019 with respect
to fleet type (conventional or electrified) along with the corresponding annual percentage shares.
to fleet type (conventional or electrified) along with the corresponding annual percentage shares.

Figure 2 maps the global distribution of the e-BSS locations based on the geographical coordinates
Figure 2 maps the global distribution of the e-BSS locations based on the geographical
mined from the primary dataset. In accordance with the findings in [4], the majority of e-BSSs are
coordinates mined from the primary dataset. In accordance with the findings in [4], the majority of
primarily located in Europe (59%) followed by the Americas (27%) and Asia (13.1%), while Egypt and
e-BSSs are primarily located in Europe (59%) followed by the Americas (27%) and Asia (13.1%), while
Australia are the only countries from Africa and Oceania featured in the dataset. However, larger
Egypt and Australia are the only countries from Africa and Oceania featured in the dataset. However,
fleets are met in Asia (35,963 e-bikes), where the adoption of the technology occurred at a later stage,
larger fleets are met in Asia (35,963 e-bikes), where the adoption of the technology occurred at a later
on which fourth generation bikesharing technologies were developed with geo-tracking integrated
stage, on which fourth generation bikesharing technologies were developed with geo-tracking
on the shared vehicles, allowing the operation and control of extended fleet coverage. Europe trails
integrated on the shared vehicles, allowing the operation and control of extended fleet coverage.
with 25,564 shared e-bikes, while North America registered 13,894 e-bikes, evidencing that e-BSSs are
Europe trails with 25,564 shared e-bikes, while North America registered 13,894 e-bikes, evidencing
diffused mainly on the North Hemisphere (95% of worldwide shared e-bike fleet). In total, 231 cities
that e-BSSs are diffused mainly on the North Hemisphere (95% of worldwide shared e-bike fleet). In
were included in the dataset, with Europe leading in small station-based launches in contrast with
total, 231 cities were included in the dataset, with Europe leading in small station-based launches in
North America and Asia, where larger scale launches were realized. The first record in the dataset is a
contrast with North America and Asia, where larger scale launches were realized. The first record in
station-based e-BSS located in Monaco, launching in 2008 with 10 e-bikes in four stations as a mixed
the dataset is a station-based e-BSS located in Monaco, launching in 2008 with 10 e-bikes in four
fleet scheme and operated by the local bus company, and thus can be credited as the longest running
stations as a mixed fleet scheme and operated by the local bus company, and thus can be credited as
e-BSS in Europe.
the longest running e-BSS in Europe.

Since a global outlook on the uptake of e-BSSs has been provided in the previous section, it is
yet essential to detail the spatio-temporal trends per region. It can be noted that the e-BSS is becoming
a considerable alternative in bikesharing as proven by the respective shares of launches per system
type worldwide, specifically during the past two years. Large-scale deployments infer higher initial
capital investment
costs when contrasted with conventional BSSs, and when considering the average
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market purchase value of an e-bike in relation to that of a regular bike.
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However, the level of system launches remained relatively low in both regions, characteristic of the
delayed adoption of e-BSSs. Impressively, the increase in the cumulative number of system launches
in North America traced the European trend in 2018, taking off e-BSSs to 23.1% of new bikesharing
systems in that year. The differences in diffusion patterns per region can be summarized in the
following statements: Europe led the adoption in the first years when bikesharing technology was still
in the third generation and gradually transitioning to the fourth, with a stable diffusion pattern till
2018; Asia since 2015 is establishing the fourth generation bikesharing technology, remaining hesitant

75.8% for Europe.
An important contribution to the e-BSS expansion was marked by large actors in vehicle sharing
schemes, for instance, Forever-Gonbike in Asia launched seven systems during 2017–2018,
representing a high share of the innovation’s diffusion (average 56% of overall deployments in Asia)
alongside 2020,
public
while Uber, Jump and Lime in North America were responsible for
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Aiming to examine in detail the technical characteristics of e-BSS deployments, a disaggregation
of the diffusion curves presented above is pursued upon three exploratory variables (Figure 4). Firstly,
the total number of e-bikes deployed as an indicator of the system’s size, then a variable capturing
whether a specific system is operating a mixed shared fleet and finally a variable indicating the
type of vehicle sharing (dockless or station-based). The latter comprises the main technological
attribute distinguishing the operating model followed by e-BSS operators, in the meantime providing
a quantified comparative basis for the assessment of the innovation diffusion between the third
generation bikesharing counterposed with the fourth generation technology.

in late 2019. What is notable in the case of the dockless e-BSS is its rapid integration to the overall
technology diffusion trend, only within three years of competition with station-based
implementations. Specifically, the recorded average annual growth rate from 2014 to 2019 for
dockless e-BSSs was 200%, whereas for station-based e-BSSs, it was 18%. Nevertheless, the overall
growth of station-based remains positive since from 2008 to 2019, it corresponded to a 60.7% annual
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As a general observation, it can be supported that the dockless e-BSS is more established in Asia
Regarding the inclusion of e-bikes in mixed fleet sharing schemes, the data revealed that in
and North America in comparison with Europe and launches with larger fleet sizes (mean 465) than
Europe, where e-BSS adoption was engaged earlier than the other regions, e-bikes were initially
station-based e-BSSs (mean 166). The first dockless e-BSS launched in Cincinnati, Ohio in 2014 with
offered as an additional vehicle option in conventional BSSs until 2012, when the first exclusively
a fleet size of 102 e-bikes, prior to its wide establishment from 2016 and onwards. Cross-examining
electrified e-BSS launched in Predazzo, Italy. The gradient scale in Figure 4 describes the percentage
the evolution of fleet type annual percentage shares on the global scale, in the last two years, the
dockless e-BSS has gained a significant share since its introduction. In particular, 47 out of 78 total
e-BSS deployments were dockless in 2018, in contrast to 7 out of 25, in 2017. The pattern proceeds till
November 2019, where 34 out of 67 e-BSSs were dockless bikeshares. Elaborating these findings per
region and taking into account the respective fleet sizes for the period during which both types coincide
(2016–2019), in Europe, dockless e-bikes deployed constituted 13% in 2016 and reached 78% of total
e-bikes deployed in 2019, in Asia, e-BSS fleets were mainly composed (98%) of dockless e-bikes till 2019
when the trend reversed and the respective recorded shares were 15% dockless and 85% station-based,
meanwhile in North America, a 70% fraction at the end of 2017 dropped to 45% in late 2019. What is
notable in the case of the dockless e-BSS is its rapid integration to the overall technology diffusion
trend, only within three years of competition with station-based implementations. Specifically, the
recorded average annual growth rate from 2014 to 2019 for dockless e-BSSs was 200%, whereas for
station-based e-BSSs, it was 18%. Nevertheless, the overall growth of station-based remains positive
since from 2008 to 2019, it corresponded to a 60.7% annual growth rate.
Regarding the inclusion of e-bikes in mixed fleet sharing schemes, the data revealed that in Europe,
where e-BSS adoption was engaged earlier than the other regions, e-bikes were initially offered as
an additional vehicle option in conventional BSSs until 2012, when the first exclusively electrified
e-BSS launched in Predazzo, Italy. The gradient scale in Figure 4 describes the percentage of systems,
regardless of docking type, operating under a mixed fleet scheme with their respective launch year.
It can be derived from the first years of e-BSS launches in Europe, that the implementations were
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Within the context of discovering the underlying motives for e-BSS diffusion and launch fleet sizing
Within the context of discovering the underlying motives for e-BSS diffusion and launch fleet
as a function of population, a linear regression model is applied on each region between the logarithms
sizing as a function of population, a linear regression model is applied on each region between the
of population size and the logarithm of the number of e-bikes deployed. This log transformation is
logarithms of population size and the logarithm of the number of e-bikes deployed. This log
motivated from assuming a non-linear relationship for the compared variables. Additionally, capturing
transformation is motivated from assuming a non-linear relationship for the compared variables.
the correlation between these variables can provide useful arguments for validating the assumption
Additionally, capturing the correlation between these variables can provide useful arguments for
that cities with larger populations will necessarily require larger fleet coverage. In this direction,
validating the assumption that cities with larger populations will necessarily require larger fleet
Figure 6 demonstrates the resulting plots with their respective fitted linear regression curves. Clearly,
coverage. In this direction, Figure 6 demonstrates the resulting plots with their respective fitted linear
a low correlation (0.0567) pinpoints the inadequacy of the fitted curve to describe the relationship
regression curves. Clearly, a low correlation (0.0567) pinpoints the inadequacy of the fitted curve to
between the data points from Asia, suggesting that a polynomial relationship could improve the
describe the relationship between the data points from Asia, suggesting that a polynomial
regression model’s accuracy. By comparing the strengths of correlation, attempting to model the
relationship could improve the regression model’s accuracy. By comparing the strengths of
relationship between population and fleet size fails to score a reasonable adjusted R squared value
correlation, attempting to model the relationship between population and fleet size fails to score a
for Asia, therefore contradicting the initial hypothesis. Nevertheless, the assumption is confirmed for
reasonable adjusted R squared value for Asia, therefore contradicting the initial hypothesis.

Nevertheless, the assumption is confirmed for the remaining two regions with calculated correlations
higher than the results presented for the early stages of the bikesharing technology diffusion in [4].
Specifically, the previous study focusing on the diffusion of public BSSs over a 15-year timespan
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Indicatively, Italy which holds the second biggest share of deployed e-BSSs (17% with 46 entries) would
have been overrepresented if the analysis was performed solely on the absolute number of systems
as in the results presented in [10]. The corresponding share is attributed to an extensive deployment
of mostly third generation systems which were small-scale station-based (up to 20 bikes fleet) and
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A common trend can be attributed to the USA and China regarding adoption patterns,
specifically, both enter the e-BSS landscape after fourth generation products reach the market and
from 2017 onwards show a tendency in launching large-scale (>1000 bikes fleet) dockless systems.
This temporal pattern is reflected in almost every facet of Figure 5, where at least one large-scale
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A common trend can be attributed to the USA and China regarding adoption patterns, specifically,
both enter the e-BSS landscape after fourth generation products reach the market and from 2017
onwards show a tendency in launching large-scale (>1000 bikes fleet) dockless systems. This temporal
pattern is reflected in almost every facet of Figure 5, where at least one large-scale dockless e-BSS
appears on the map after 2017. Italy and Switzerland comprise the main leaders in the early adoption
stages since 2012 and 2010, respectively [17], while China and the USA are the main areas of e-BSS
deployment in recent years. The latter reflects the shift in the e-bikesharing technology innovation,
from an early period when the Italian company Bicincitta engaged a wide deployment campaign
throughout rural areas, offering a demo third generation system for small-scale applications [18], to the
emergence of key innovation leaders (it cannot be considered as an exaggeration to coin the term
fifth generation for the ongoing service schemes offered from Chinese bikesharing companies [9]) in
the form of private funded initiatives combined with governmental subsidies enacted later in the
implementation phase.
Driven by the roll-out strategy experienced in the Chinese e-bike sharing market and in line with
the latest demands of the fourth generation of bikesharing, companies in the USA decided to engage on
aggressive roll-outs of dockless e-BSSs with free floating e-bikes accessible at major densely populated
cities, with each stakeholder offering his own built-in technology and pricing policy [19]. This transition
can be linked with the market placement of large mobility-on-demand providers (i.e., Uber) through
the purchase of bike tech companies (Jump Bikes), therefore permitting larger-scale campaigns and
higher initial capital investments.
Ranking the top 10 performing cities on the e-BSS fleet size to population ratio was performed
solely on city populations cross-validated with the city population dataset. Importantly, the results
(Figure 8) were scaled on e-bike availability per 1000 citizens for the purposes of comparability with
previous studies. It can be noted that Tengzhou, China ranks in first place with 28.3 e-bikes per
1000 citizens, along with four other Chinese cities (i.e., Liaocheng third, Yangzhou fourth and Dali
seventh), followed by Locarno, Italy with 18.7 e-bikes per 1000 citizens. Highly performing European
cities are also Tartu, Estonia and Valetta, Malta, with their rate computed from only one system serving
small populations in both cities, i.e., 750 e-bikes deployed in Tartu and 50 e-bikes in Valetta, whereas
Chinese cities with 15 entries tallying 32,340 e-bikes present a more reliable figure. For example, the
US market, which is highly incorporated in the population quota dataset with 43 entries, recorded
two top-ranking cities with 5.9 and 5.1 e-bikes per 1000 citizens over an average country level of 1.
In contrast, Italy, the second most represented country in terms of the number of systems (i.e., 28 in
Figure 7a) in the population quota database, ranked 20th in country averages, at a 0.5 ratio. Hence,
in contrast with the rankings in Figure 7, the analysis from the population coverage suggests that
leaders in number of deployed systems would not necessarily land a position in the highest ranks of
population coverage due to the rate’s sensitivity to low population values.
Table 1 lists the largest e-BSSs included in the dataset, describing their launch date, number of
e-bikes, number of docking stations, operator, population in millions and total BSS fleet size of all
systems available within the studied location. Values for the last data field were extracted from an
online source with live data on bikesharing from 300+ cities [20]. The largest recorded roll-out was
5000 e-bikes in two Chinese cities, namely Yangzhou and Shunyang, while in Europe, the largest
roll-outs are recorded for Madrid (BiciMAD around 2000 e-bikes, launched 2014), Amsterdam (Urbee
1150 e-bikes, launched 2016), Brussels (Uber 1200 dockless e-bikes, started in 2019) and Milan (BikeMi,
1000 e-bikes, launched 2016). A dockless e-BSS in San Diego was the largest roll-out for North
America, where the most frequent value for initial fleet size was 500. Evidently, larger systems launch
in Chinese cities, while flexible access to shared e-bikes (dockless shared fleet) is more favored for
large-scale deployments.
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Table 1. Top 10 e-BSS included in the analyzed dataset (November 2019 data).
ratio.
Launch Date

Number
of E-Bikes

Number
of Stations

Operator

Population
(Millions)

Total BSS Fleet
Size
(All Systems) [20]

1 November 2017

5000

Dockless

Forever GonBike

4.4

20,000

8 September 2018

5000

Dockless

Forever GonBike

1.9

5000

Liaocheng, China

4 April 2019

4060

370

5.7

5000

Tengzhou, China

14 May 2019

3000

Dockless

Madrid, Spain
Shanghai, China
Sydney, Australia
Brussels, Belgium
Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Milan, Italy
Hangzhou,
Zhejiang, China
San Diego,
California, USA
Suizhou,
Hubei, China
Dali, Yunnan, China
Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain

23 June 2014
1 May 2017
7 November 2018
25 April 2019

2030
2000
2000
1200

23 December 2016

1150

13 November 2016
12 January 2018

City of Operation
Yangzhou,
Jiangsu, China
Shuyang, Suqian,
Jiangsu, China

0.8

3000

165
Dockless
Dockless
Dockless

Public Bicycle
Service
Public Bicycle
Service
BiciMAD
Forever GonBike
Lime
Jump/Uber

3.2
23.7
4.4
1.0

2430
180,000
3000
8242

25

Urbee

2.3

3150

1000

280

1000

Dockless

BikeMi
Public Bicycle
Service

15 February 2018

1000

Dockless

1 May 2018

1000

8.2

15,000

21.1

23,794

Lime

1.4

15,000

Dockless

Forever GonBike

2.5

24,891

1 June 2018

1000

Dockless

Forever GonBike

0.1

n/a

30 June 2018

1000

Dockless

Scoot

1.8

5229

In Hangzhou, a Chinese city that alone accounts for almost one million shared bicycles, a new
system launched in January 2018 which introduced 1000 e-bikes in the district of Binjiang that run
on a large removable battery. The difference is that these batteries are stored and charged in a
separate solar-powered vending machine at each station. As an effect, users can still choose between a
conventional or e-bike, but without the responsibility of carrying and maintaining the battery [21].
The opposite principle applies in the case of the envisioned e-BSS for Stockholm, where a fleet of
“hybrid bikes” will be rolled out with members carrying the responsibility for charging a battery that
is compatible with the vehicle and receiving it upon subscription. Aiming to lower the cost of the
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membership fees, the city authorities reached an agreement with the system operator for allocation of
advertising space in privileged locations [22].
3.4. Discussion
The results in the previous sub-sections revealed the diversity of e-BSS adoption patterns
depending on the examined scale. Mainly, the technology has spread to three regions, namely Europe,
North America and Asia, being initiated in Europe and with short delays arriving in the other continents.
The temporal evolution of e-BSSs compared to conventional BSSs demonstrates the gradual penetration
of electrified fleet deployments throughout three stages, firstly as a pure innovation followed by an
early adoption period (stabilized on 9% of total bikesharing launches) and lately as an established
transportation solution. In fact, in the last two years, e-BSSs comprise almost one quarter on average of
all BSS roll-outs worldwide.
In terms of system fleet size, China and USA constitute the key market leaders in e-BSS deployment.
Other cases of large-scale systems have been launched also in large cities in Europe and Australia with
dockless e-BSSs gaining popularity in contrast to station-based implementations. City population
presents a positive correlation with launch fleet size, validating the hypothesis that deployment decisions
vary depending on scale. According to the findings presented in Figure 6, Europe demonstrates a
statistically significant relationship between initial fleet size and targeted city population, whereas
in Asia and North America, large-scale systems are launched in cities with a population over
100,000 citizens.
The dynamics of the deployment trends observed point that the peak in the e-BSS diffusion curve
has not yet been reached. Bikesharing remains a considerable micro-mobility solution with e-bikes
bearing the potential to extend the technology’s scalability, also confirmed by the rapid diffusion rate
presented in the analysis. The maturity of BSS adoption in a city’s transportation plan facilitates and
motivates the transition or the integration of e-BSSs. It becomes clear that fully characterizing the
diffusion patterns of the e-BSS technology requires the inclusion of key categorical predictors and
quantitative variables, for example, utilization patterns, budget considerations, mobility plans, level of
established cycling culture, public or private operator model, selected payment system (impeding or
not flexible vehicle acquisition) and trip costs. However, the purpose of implementing a BSS on each of
the cities recorded in the database was beyond the scope of this study.
Tracing the deployment characteristics at the country level, multiple aspects were explored,
such as top adopters according to percentage breakdown of the number of e-BSSs, total fleet size
compared with the global fleet size, system size to population ratio and the largest systems recorded
in the database. After a close examination of the results presented in Figures 7 and 8, as well as in
Table 1, China undoubtedly drives e-BSS adoption followed by the USA, in alignment with the rapid
diffusion rate of the BSS technology. In addition, e-BSS deployment in these countries is also influenced
from the presence of an innovation competition that attracts more operators into planning future
implementations or pursuing to introduce the technology to new locations in order to achieve a market
advantage. At this point, it is noted that a permit is necessary for an operator to deploy a system in a
city, thus deployment trends are subject to local transport policy and regulation.
Importantly, the degree of e-BSS expansion on an urban scale is impacted by the competition
with other vehicle sharing technologies apart from conventional BSSs, such as e-scooter rental/sharing
systems or ridesharing depending on the service level of micro-mobility demand. Especially, in cities
where alternative micro-mobility schemes have established their presence within the transportation
landscape, this hinders the appeal of an e-BSS roll-out for a prospective operator. Recent studies
comparing ridership patterns between scooter sharing schemes and BSSs in cities where both are
offered revealed that shared bikes were mostly used for commuting while shared scooters for recreation
in Washington D.C. [23], and that scooter sharing exhibits an increased utilization rate on a smaller fleet
size than BSSs in Singapore, although over a significantly lower total daily usage [24]. Notwithstanding
this, the large-scale integration of micro-mobility schemes is beneficial for transport systems, such as
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alleviating rush-hour congestion, and therefore this competition may lead to a broader positive
outcome [25,26].
4. Conclusions
This study attempted to identify patterns in the spatial and temporal characteristics of e-BSS
deployment. To this end, the data collected were processed in three stages corresponding to a different
spatial resolution: (a) a global outlook of deployments, generating a map with the e-BSSs operating
presently with respective sizes and preferred type of infrastructure as well as the comparison of e-BSS
deployment growth with that of conventional BSSs, (b) on a continental scale, focusing on the 95% of
the worldwide fleet which is found in Asia, Europe and North America and (c) leaders at the country
level, continental trends were further broken down in country figures.
Respective average annual growth rates per continent were calculated along with their temporal
evolution. As a result, the overall trend was mainly shaped by the European market comprising the
innovator phase according to diffusion innovation theory until 2014, when the other two continents
enter the picture. Although these regions stepped-in later in the early adopter phase, their annual
growth rates were relatively high, supported by the advent of large operators, resulting in North
America and Europe equally contributing to the technology’s diffusion in 2018. It became clear that
e-BSS technology diffusion in Europe recorded years of deceleration with renewed interest spurred
by the introduction of dockless e-bikesharing and recovering in growth rate. Concerning the most
preferred launch month for a new e-BSS, summer months ranked first among all continents due to the
fact that weather conditions are more suitable for cycling, thus a higher possibility of user acquisition
for operators in early stages of the systems’ operations. Regarding the present status of the technology
growth rate, data till November 2019 point to a recession in the overall trend as a consequence of
declining deployment rates in North America and Asia, with Europe demonstrating a minor increase
in deployed systems and constituting the main area of e-BSS deployment activity.
Top-performing countries in terms of e-BSSs deployed and e-bikes in e-BSSs, along with cities
with the largest population coverage and system size, have been identified, denoting the countries
and cities respectively, which have recorded greater progress in the technology’s diffusion. In Asia,
Japan and China comprise the key drivers of the technology’s diffusion, while in Europe France, Italy,
Germany and the United Kingdom, this mobility alternative is more prone to be adopted at urbanized
areas, showing a proportionality between the population size and the number of shared vehicles.
In China and the US, the dockless e-BSS shows a greater favorability, especially for densely urbanized
areas. An explanation for this can be traced to (a) bike tech companies, software, middleware and
vehicle producers established in these countries, (b) investor schemes aligned with public initiatives
and (c) dockless bikesharing enabling larger population coverage.
It is important to note that a challenge for prospective e-BSSs was the justification of their impact
in alleviating traffic congestion and the intended extension of current public transportation systems as
a measure for addressing the first/last mile problem. Moreover, the cost of production, environmental
footprint of the upstreaming process and waste management from abandoned or damaged fleet
resources constitute extra barriers in the wide-scale adoption of shared e-bike fleets. To this end,
operators take initiatives in investing in recycling bike components, for instance, Mobike reached a
strategic partnership with China Renewable Resources Co., Ltd. for the management of an estimated
10 million shared bikes lifecycle [27].
Summarizing the advantages and drawbacks of e-bikesharing, on one hand, it is appealing to
broader population groups than conventional BSSs, especially older adults [28], in the meantime
extending the spatial coverage per trip in comparison with BSSs. Comfort issues due to intensive
physical effort required in cycling can be diminished, since pedaling is assisted. From the perspective
of the transition to low-carbon mobility, the e-BSS promotes the use of charging infrastructure,
familiarizing users with the concept of electric mobility. In sustainability terms, station-based systems
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potentially support the integration of renewable generation resources for supplying the charging needs
of the deployed fleet.
On the other hand, disadvantages for e-BSS deployment comprise its higher operational, fleet
acquisition and maintenance costs per vehicle compared with BSS as also the dependency on charging
infrastructure presents an extra installation cost per docking station in station-based implementations.
Moreover, ensuring the safe coexistence with other types of motorized vehicles in road traffic entails
the development of advanced cycling infrastructure, bike lanes, signaling and awareness from private
car users on adapting their driving style. Operators must ensure vehicle security, leading to increased
security costs per shared vehicle or station, investing in related bikesharing technology.
Certain limitations of the present study can be addressed within the scope of future research.
Initially, the data collection was performed solely on e-BSS launches, permitting only the analysis of
system deployment trends, whereas an alternative approach should be adopted in the case of tracking
e-BSS progress and growth, and to a certain extent an indicator for system expansion. However, this
would require access to historical operator data or another acclaimed third-party data resource, detailing
the status of each system (number of users, number of e-bikes, etc.) on various dates. Nonetheless,
the instantaneous capture of the system roll-out characteristics is important in understanding the
process of sizing a fleet or selecting the type of bikesharing (dockless or station-based) system according
to the profile of the defined location. In this context, an analysis on the seasonality of e-BSS use
could be an interesting direction of future work upon the availability of relevant data. Moreover,
a finer-resolution model capturing additional attributes of e-BSS deployments on a city scale could
correlate the launch fleet size per location (apart from the population) with other variables, such as
available budget, cycling culture, city structure and geographical characteristics, population density,
income, IT penetration rates and authorities’ visions in transportation planning. Second, the use of the
term e-BSS in this study was broadly extended to contain any functioning system registered in the
database till November 2019 running a fleet with e-bikes, therefore contemplating mixed bikesharing
schemes. Assumptions on the seasonality of deployments can be validated through the study of the
correlation with weather data. Last, certain data-fields mined from The Bike-sharing Map can be
explored, such as the conversion rate of previously BSS to e-BSS or the ratio of e-bikes to conventional
bikes on mixed fleet deployments. Running mixed bikesharing fleets presents a challenge to service
operators, mostly in the case of rebalancing fleet resources, where state of charge provisions impose
constraints in scheduling vehicle repositioning.
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